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Conflict over erms accumulation has in recent years become a more
prevalent feature of the relationa between West and East. The political
aspecta of the arms race receive e great deal of attention both ín the
press and in academic atudiea (e.g. Richardson 1960; Boulding 1961;
McGuíre 1965; SIPRI 1982). Much of the theoretical enalysis of arms
conflict has a geme-theoretic nature (e.g. Schelling 1980). The welfare of
one country depends on the level of security, which is perceived as an

increasing function of its own weapon atock and a decreasing function of

the foreign weapon atock. Thia may be because eny imbalance ín weepon
stocks increases the likelihood of loosing a posaible war and it also
increases the likelihood that a war might in fact be initiated.

Alternntively, a country may aimply feel that it gains international
prestige from having a more auperior army than ita rivala. Both oF these
factors can in principle lead to a balence of terror. Such defence
externelities can also be shown to lead to prisoner's dilemme situations.

In the absence of cooperation each country builds up a larger weapon stock

than with cooperation, because in the absence of comitments no country

trusts the other countries to stick to e negotiated level of lower or zero
wenpon stocks. Other studies concentrate on the technological and

strategic aspects of arms end the reletíonship to the probability that war
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breaks out (Saaty 1968; Intriligator 1975; Brito and Intriligator 1976;
Intriligator and Brito 1982).

From the point of view of en economist, the purely political analyses
of conflict over arms do not pay adequate ettention to the 'guns versus
butter' dilemma. A higher level of investment in weapons eventually
increases securíty and welfare, but it also means that there are less
resources available for private sector consumption and therefore welfare
diminishes. A variety of atudies employs optimal control and differential
game theory to enalyse the intertemporal tradeoffs inherent in such 'guns
versus butter' dilemmas (e.g. Brito 19~2; Deger and Sen 1984). The main
problem with these atudiea is that they consider open-loop Nash
equilibrium solutions while feedback Nesh equilibrium aolutions would in
most cases be more appropriate (e.g. Simaan and Cruz 1975). The advantage
of the latter type of solution concept is thet the resulting equilibrium
relies on more realistic information aeta, since each country is assumed
to be able to monitor the current levels of weapon stocks rather than to
be able to observe only the initial weapon atocks. The informational non-
uniqueness resulting from closed-loop information sets with memory (Begar
and Olsder 1982, Section 6.3) ia resolved when the principle of subgame
perfection (Selten 19~5) is imposed, which has the added adventage that
the resulting equilibrium strategiea are credible. It is clear that the
importance of informetional assumptiona requires more attention than the
literature has given it so far. For example, each country may be able to
observe its own weapon stock accurately end to observe the foreign weepon
stock not at all or inaccuretely.

In an earlier paper (van der Plceg and de Zeeuw, forthcoming 1989) the
conflict between a decentralised market economy (the West) and a command
economy (the East) is considered when the western government has the
possibility of levying non-distortionary (lump-sum) taxes to finance the
investment in arms, when houaeholds have quadratic utility functions, and
when firms have linear technologiea. The open-loop Nash equílibrium
solution concept assumea that govecnments precommit themselves to a given
sequence of levels of investment in arms end that governments cannot
monitor the weapon stocks of the other countries. The feedback Nash or
subgeme-perfect equilibrium aolution concept assumes that the governments'
announcement about investment levels in arms are credible and that
governments can monítor the weapon stocks of rival countries at any point
in time. The main conclusion of the earlier research is that monitoring
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lends to lower stocks of weapons and to higher consumption of goods end
leisure, so that monitoring of each other's weapon stocks is a good thing
and is a feasible and desirable form of unilaterel disarmement. It can
also be argued that the subgame-perfect equilibrium provides a strategic
underpinning of the Richardson equations, which give the change in weapon
stocks as the sum of a constant, called the 'grievance' or 'tiatred'
coefficient, a term that depends negetively on the product of the own
wenpon stock and the 'fetigue' coefficient, and a term that depends
positively on the product of the rival weapon stock and the 'defence'
coefficient. The desired lead of weapons over the rival country and the
relative priority of 'guns' over 'butter' increases the grievance
coefficients and thus the steady-state levels of weepon stocks. The
discount rate, depreciation rate end the relative priority of 'butter'
over 'guns' díminish the defence ccefficients and thua the steady-state
levels of weapon stocks. The sum of the defence ccefficients and physical
depreciation rates gives the fatigue ccefficients. Hence, with quadratic
preferences, linear technologies and non-áistortionary taxea, weapon
stocks increase proportionetely to the level of weepon stocks of the rival
nation (defence), decrease proportionately to the economic burden of its
own weapon stock (fatigue) and increase due to the desired lead of weapons
over the rival nation (grievance or hatred). Furthermore, there is less
arms eccumulation and higher welfare when oonitoring is permitted.

One important shortcoming of the reaearch described above and in ven
der Plceg and de Zeeuw (forthcoming 1989) ia that it ia not really
concerned with conflict between a decentralised market economy end a
command economy, because the assuaption of non-diatortionary taxes ellows
one to invoke the fundesental theorem of welfare economica which says that
market economies are efficient and thua equivelent to coomand economies.
The main objective of this peper is to allow for distortionary taxes on
labour income, which is an importent asymmetry between the West and the
East. In addition, the unrealistic assumption of quadretiC preferences is
replaced by the more realistic essumption of Cobb-Douglas or CF5
preferences in order to investigate the robustness of previous results.
Ilence, this paper reconsiders the 'guns veraus butter' dilemma, allows for
conflict between e decentralised ~arket economy (the West) and a command
economy (the East), end contrests open-loop end subgeme-perfect Nash
equilibrium solutiona with outcomea under coordination. Section 1
formulates e aimple general equilibriu~ eodel of a market economy and
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Section 2 formulates a simple model of a command economy. Each government
maximises the discounted utility of the repcesentative household, which
depends on consumption, leisure and defence. Defence is a characteristic
good which dèpends positively upon the own weapon stock and negntively
upon the foreign weapon stock. The government of the West uses
distortionary taxes on labour income to finance the provision of arms,
whereas the government of the East commands its constituents directly.
Section 3 discussea coordinated decision-making and shows that, under
speciel circumstances, cooperation leads to a graduel running down of
weapon stocks via wear and tear. Section 4 analyses decentralised
decision-making. The equilibrium for the open-loop information pattern
corresponds to a saddlepoint in whích the accumulated weapon stock in the
East for similar preferences and technologies is larger than the
accumulated weapon atock in Che West. It ia argued Lhat when utilities are
separable in home and foreign weapon atocks, as is the case for Cobb-
Douglas utility functions, the open-loop Nash equilibrium end the subgame-
perfect equilibrium must coincide. Finally, it is shown that closed-loop
equilibria which are based on investment atrategies with threats cen
induce e cooperative outcome. Section 5 considers the more genernl
situation in which utility ia not aeparable in defence. This is
accomplished with a nested utility function; for example a CES utility
function that depends on a composite commodity, gíven by a Cobb-Douglas
sub-utility function that dependa on consumption and leisure, and defence.
For this more general case, subgame-perfect equilibria lead to less arms
accumulation than open-loop Nash equilibria. This suggests that countríes
should be encouraged to monitor the weapon atocks of their rivals, since
this leads to less arms. Section 6 concludes the paper with a summary and
some suggestions for further research.

1. Optimal Dynamic Taxetion and the Provision of Ac~v in a Market-oriented
Economy

Consider a decentralised market economy with a representative household, e
representetive firm and a government. There are no domestic or foreign
financial assets and the economy dces not engage in international trede.
There is no private sector capital accumulation, although the goverruent
invests in weapon atocks. There is only one domestically produced
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commodity, which is like 'jelly' as it can be used for both consumption
nnd investment purposes. The government demands goods for investment
purposes, the household supplies labour and demands goods for consumption
purposes, and the firm demands labour and supplies goods. The real wage
adjusts in order to ensure labour market equilibrium. Tfie government
finances the provision of public goods, i.e., weapon stocks, by meens of
distortionary taxes on labour income and maximises the utility of the
representative household. The problem of optimal taxation is thet the
household values spending on public goods, but that it i s not prepared to
pay for it.

The representative household eaximises its utility subject to its
budget constraint. The nain analysis in this paper is based upon a Cobb-
Douglas utility function, although the expressions for general utility
functions are also given. This utility function is increasing in
consumption of goods, leisure and defence and, what will be important, it
is separable in defence. Section 5 extenda the analysis for a CFS utility
function, which allows for non-aeparebility between goods and leisure on
the or.e hand and defence on the other hend. Both of these utility
functions lead to linear Engel curves, so that aggregetion across
households is possible and therefore the assumption of a representative
household is ~ustified. Utility is asaumed to be homogeneous of degree one
in consumption and leisure. Defence ia a characteristic (cf. Lancaster
1966), which is en increasing function of the own weapon atock and a
decreasing function of the foreign weapon atock. It is assumed to be
homogeneous of degree one in the respective weapon atocks. Consumption
cannot exceed disposable income, which consists of after-tax wages and
dividends. The household's probleo ia therefore:

Maximise U(c,.~-.i,d(a,a')) m al ln(c) ~ oc2 ln(.i-~C) . ac3 ln(e~a~),
c,~

ai 2 0. o~l ~ a2 ' 1. (1.1)

subject to the household's budget constreint

0 5 c s w.~(1-i) ~ rt. y, (1.2)
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c : real consumption uf goods
.C : supply of labour

.C : totel amount of time available to the household
d : level of defence or security
w : real wage rate
T : rate of taxation on labour income
n : real profits or dividends
y : real disposable income
a : weapon stock of the decentralised market economy
a' : weapon stock of the command economy.

For an interior solution, the marginal rate of substitution between
leisure, ~C-~, and consumption equals the real opportunity cost of leisure.

U- ~Uc ~ w(1-T).
~-l

Decause utility is homogeneous of degree one, this yields consumption

(1.3)

c~(.L-.C) h(w(1-T)) ~ P(w(1-T))Y0. 9 ' ) 0, h' ) 0 (1.4)

and the supply of labour

~ ' ~ - ~(w(1-T))yClhlw(1-T)). (1.5)

where h-1(c~(.i-~C)) ~ U- ~Uc, yU ~ w(1-T),l . rt is full-employment income

and

P(w(I-T)) ~ h(w(1-T))I(h(M(1-T)) . w(1-T)).

M increase in profits (or time available to the household) increases
income, so that consumption increases and labour supply falls as both
consumption and leisure are normal gooda given the assumption of
homogeneous utility functiona. For Cobb-Douglas utility functions,
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h(w(1-t)) s alw(1-t)~a2 end p(w(1-t)) ~ al so that an increase in the
after-tnx wnge increases consumption and the supply of labour.

The representative firm (with linear technology) chooses the demand
for labour to mnximise profits:

Mnximise n. f(.L) - w.~ - p.~ - w~, f' ) 0, f" 5 0, (1.6)
~

so ttiat f' (.~) -~- w and n- 0.

Labour market equilibcium gives w a W(i) s~, employment

~ - L(T) - al ~.

and consumption

c - C(i) ' al A(1-T)~.

(1.7)

For Cobb-Douglas utility functions and constant-returns-to-scele
production functions, a tax cut increases the opportunity cost of leisure
so that the household substítutes eway from leisure towacds consumption.
Labour supply is unaffected, since the substitution effect is exactly off-
set by the income effect.

Upon substitution of (1.7) and (1.8) into (1.1), one obtains the
indirect utility function:

U(t.a.a`) ~ U(C(i),.L-L(T).d(s.e`)) ~ ocl ln(1-T) . a3 In(a~a`) ~ a0.

Ua ) 0, Ga~ ~ 0, Oi ~ 0, (1.9)

where a0 ~ al ln(alp) . aZ ln a2 . ln ~C. The role of the government is to
provide the public good, defence. end finance it with taxes on lebour
íncome. Government investment, g, leads to the accumulation of weapon
stocks,

é- g- be, a(0) - a0, (1.10)
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wiiere b is the depreciation rate, and needs to be financed by

distortionary taxation,

B- T W(T) h(i) ' T~ al ~-
(1.11)

Note, that summing of the household budget constraint, (1.2), and tlie

government budget constraint, (1.11), yíelds the femiliar national

accounting identity:

c~ B- w~ ~ rt~ f(~.) .
(1.12)

The government of the market economy chooses the tax rate in order to

maximise the discounted utility of the representative household,

11.131
Maximise j exp(-rt) U(i,e,a')dt,

i 0

where r is the pure rate of time preference, subject to (1.10) end (1.11).

The dilemma of 'guns versus butter' for a market economy is that high tax

rates are required to ensure a large build-up of weapons, but that this

necessarily impliea less prívate sector consumption.

It could have been argued that the arms accumulation game should be

modelled as an insurance where the level of defence decreases the

probability of being ettacked end therefore increases the probability that

nobody survives and the utility of the current and all future generations

is zero (see Shepherd 1988). This argument suggests that, if an attack

only affects the utility of the current generation, an appropriate utility

function might be P(a-a')l~(T). where P(.) denotes the instantaneous

probability of not being attacked, P' ~ 0, and ~(t) denotes the indirect

utilíty function. Taking logarithms yields (1.9) with U(T,a,a') -

ln[P(a-a')] ~ ln(U(i)). A proper analysis of the probabilities of

survival, when an a[tack destroys the current and all future generations,

requires en intertemporal and stochastic framework, but this leads to e

differential game formulation which is extremely diffícult to solve. In

any case such an intergenerational analysis is more eppropriate for a

nuclear than for a conventional arma build-up. However, if the analysis

allows for nuclear attacks where all future generations can be destroyed,

then the only credible, non-cooperative equilibrium is for neither country
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to accumulate missiles. When the build-up of nuclear weapons leeds to a
finite probability of en attack which ís too horrendous to contemplate and
when there is a zero probability of atteck, there is no incentive to
accumulate arms. In other words, deterrence requires the probability of a
commitment to investments which in the future may imply launching missiles
atid hlowing up the world, and which is therefore not rational to be
carried out. This seems to exclude perfect equilibrium as an appropriate
solution concept for deterrence gemes.

2. The 'Guns versus Butter' Dilemma in m Comuand Econamy

The previous section discussed e atylised model of the market-oriented
Western economies (e.g. the USA). The objective of this paper is to
analyse conflict over arms accumulation between the Mestern economies and
the Eastern economies (e.g. the USSR). It is probably more realistic to
describe the Eastern bloc by a command or rpntrally pianned economy than
hy a deceniralised market economy. The effecta of such asymmetries in
economic organisation on the arms race have not been discussed previously
in the literature. For simplicity, it is assumed that the two economies
have identical tastes, technologies and population sizes. The variables
end expressions describing the Eastern bloc will be distinguíshed from the
ones describing the West by en asterisk.

The government of the centrally planned economy dcea not levy taxes,
but commands the household how much to consume and how much to work and
commands the firm how many workers to híre and how much to produce. The
optimal plan follows from maximising the utílity of the representative

household, U'(c',~-~L',d`), subject to the material balance condition,
f(~.') - c" ~ g". Hence, the marginal rate of substitution between leisure
and consumption equals the marginal productivity of labour, so that

c~ - (~-.L") h'(f'(~")). h.. ~ 0 (2.1)

holds. With the material belance condition this yields

~' - E'lg') - ml ~ ~ m2 g'IS (2.z)
ana
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c' ' C'(g') ' al(~-B~).

where L`~ -{f' (~') . h' -( ~C-.l`) h"f"(.C~)}-1 ) 0 and
B

Cg~ - -{h' - ( ~C-~C~) h"f"(.C')}Lg~ C 0.

(2.3)

Consumption and employment do not depend directly on the level of
security, since it has been assumed thet utility is separeble in defence.
When the central planning authority ellocates aore resources to investment
in weapon stocks, there are lesa resources available for consumption
purposes end, consequently, the people consume less and work more hours.
This one-to-one crowding out captures the 'guns versus butter' dilemma for
the Eastern bloc. Note that for ídentical levels of investment in weapons
(and identical tastes end technologies), the Eastern bloc employs more
labour and consumes more than the West:

c~ - C~(g~) ~ al(1~-B~) ) c' C(T) ' ocl g~C - B. (2.4)

when g(~oc1i~B.C) . g~. The reason for this result is that the Western
economy leviea distortionary taxea on labour income, which reduces the
real opportunity cost of leisure and therefore Western households supply
less labour and consume less. Obviously, if the West has e more productive
technology (say, ~)~'), it i s possible for the West to be more affluent
than the Eastern bloc (c ) c~ yet ~C C~~).

Using (2.2) and (2.3), one obtains the indirect utility function:

~'(B~.a~.a) ` ~~1~~(e~).~-L'(B~).d~(a~.e))

- ln(1-g~~~) ~ a3 ln(a~~a) ~ ~0.

Uá~ ) 0, Uá ~ 0, Ug. C 0. (2.5)

TTie optimal defence strategy of the central planning authority of the
Eastern bloc follows from maximising the discounted utility of the
representative household,
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Maximise J exp(-rt) U'(g',a',a)dt,
g' 0

subject to

ii' - g' - ba', e'(0) - e~.

3. Cooperative Behaviour

(2.G)

(2.7)

Before the problems of conflict over weapons accumulation are discussed,
it seems appropriate to consider bríefly the coordination of arms
accumulation. Pareto-efficient outcomes for the Western and Eastern blocs
may be found from choosing T and g' to maximise joint welfare,

J exp(-rt) {8 U(T,e,e') ~(1-8) Q'(g',a',a)} dt,
0

subject to T, g' 2 0, (1.9) -(1.11), (2.5) and (2.7). This yields

B UT a~{W(T) L(T) ~ T W,~(T) L(T) ~ T W(T) LT(T)) S 0

C.9,

.
(1-8) Ug~ ~ ~' s 0

g' 20

c.s.,

~ ' (r'b) a - 8 ~la(T,e,a') - ( 1-8) ~á(g'.a'.e).

lim e-rt a(t) a(t) ~ o,
t-~

(3.1)

a' - (r.b) a' - 8 Da~(T.e,a') - (1-8) ~á.(B~.B'.e).

lim e-rt ~~(t) g~(t) z ~ (3.5)t-~-
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(1.10) and (2.~), where a and a~ are the marginal velues of the weapon
stocks of the Western and Eastern blocs, respectively. Under tl~~,
essumption that the 'w~rld peace authority' atteches equul weight to U~c
Western and Eastern blocs, i .e. 8-}, and using the specific functionnl
forms for the utility functions adopted in the previous sections, it
follows that a(t) - a'(t) - 0, for all t. This result holds whenever
Ua --Uá end Ue~ --Ua~, thet is whenever the game between the two

economies is zero-sum at the margin with respect to a and s'. It implies

that i(t) - g'(t) - 0, for all t, so that the cooperetive outcome for both
economies is to stop investing in arms and to run down weapon stocks (via
the natucal process of wear and tear) until they have fallen to zero. This

outcome is probably close to one's intuition, although it should be noted

that it pertains only undec rather special conditions. Due to the

asymmetry in economic organisation of the West and the East, it may well

be thet the Nash bargaining solution dces not coincide with 8-}.

Furthermore, the utility functions may not be separable or homogeneous of

degree one in s and a~ and then the cooperative outcome need not

necessarily lead to a moratorium on investment in weapons. The cooperative
outcome is not sustainable, since each country has an incentive to deviate

from it and increase its security at the expense of its rival by investing
more in weapons.

4. Competitive Behaviour and the Arms Rece

Consider the aituation in which the Western and the Eastern blocs do not
cooperate when they accumulate weapon atocks. Since there is a unileteral
incentive to deviate from the cooperative outcome, there are serious
problems with implementing and austaining the cooperative outcome and
therefore non-cooperative outcomes may be more relevant. It seems
reasonable to consider Nash equilibris, aince neither the Western nor the
Eastern bloc is dominant in the arms race. This implies that there shuuld
be no unilateral incentive to deviate from the equilibrium. Typically,
there are an infinite number of Nash equilibrium solutions in differential
games. Sometimes uniqueness can be obtained for special information sets.
For example, with open-loop information aeta, i.e. the information set oC
each country at any point of time is asaumed to be [a0,e~}, the unique
open-loop Nash equilibrium solution (OLNES) can be obtained (e.g. Starr
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and Ho 1969a). In general multíple Nash equilibrium solutíons exist. For
exnmple, with closed-loop (memory) information sets, i.e. the information
set of each country et time t is assumed to be {t,a(s), e`(s), 0 5 s 5 t},
an infiníte number of closed-loop Nash equilibrium solutions (CLNFS) exist
(f3asar and Olsder 1982). However, if one restricts the class of CLNES to
subgnme-perfect equilibria (Selten 19~5), one can obtain uníqueness within
the cless of CLNES. The resulting outcome will be called the subgame-
perfect Nash equilibrium solution (SPNES). Starr and Ho (1969b) and Simaan
and Cruz (19~5) refer to the SPNFS as the feedback (stagewise) Nash
equilibrium solution.

4.1 Nash Equilibrium with Open-loop Information Sets

The OLNES implies that each country conditions its optimal investment
strategy on the initial stocks of weapons and therefore commits itself to
a path of levels of investment in weapons. The expected investment
strategy of the rival country only deper.ds an initiel weapon atocks and
not on past or current weapon atocks or on past or current investment
levels of the country under considerstion. It follows that Pontryagin's
Maximum Principle can be used, hence

UT a~(W,L a T(wT~~wL.~)) a~1(S.la -(1-T)-1} 5 0

C.s.

T 2 O ) (4.1)

U~~ ' ~~ - a~ - (A~-B~)-1 S 0B

g` 2 0 (4.2)

~ - (r.b) ~ - Ug ~ (r~b) a - ac3la.

lim e-rt a(t) a(t) ~ 0,
c-~

~' - (r~b) ~' - uá. - (r~b) ~' - ~31e'.

lim e-rc a`(c) a`(c) ~ o,
t-~

(4.3)

(4.4)
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(1.10), ( 1.11) and ( 2.7), where a(~') is the merglnal value of the
Western ( Enstern) weapon stock to the Western (Eastern) bloc, rire

necessary conditions. The interpretation of (4.3) and (4.4) is that thc
marginal utility of weapons of each country has to equal the rate of time
preference plus the depreciation charge minus the rate of capital gains in
the marginal value of its weapons. Equation ( 4.1) says that no taxes will
be levied in the West when the marginal indirect disutility of the tax
rate (- l~T), acising from lower consumption, exceeds the marginal value of
the increase in investment in arms made possible by a marginal increase in
the tax rate. Otherwise, the marginal indirect disutility equals the
marginal shadow value of the tax rate which gives the tax rate as an
increasing function of the marginal value of Western weapon stocks:

T z T(a) - 1-(~a)-1. T~ ) 0. (4.5)

It follows that private sector consumption is a decreasing function of the
merginal value of weapons, c~ al~a, which i s of course quite intuitive.
Upon substitution of (4.5) into ( 1.11), one obtains

B' G(a) . T(a) W(T(~)) L(T(~)I z al(f~-a-1). (4.6)

Equation (4.2) says that the Eastern bloc dces not invest in erms when the
marginal disutility of arms expenditure, in terms of foregone consumption,
exceeds the marginal value of weapon stocks. In general, -Ug~ -~' and
consequently Eastern bloc investment in arms is an increasing function of
the marginal value of weapon stocks:

e' ' G'(~') s ~ - a'-1. G~~ ~ 0. (4.7)

It turns out that the OLNES can be easily characterised, since the

polícy instrument, weapon stock and shadow price of each couiitry are

independent of the corresponding foreign variables. This is a direct

consequence of the assumption that the utility function is separable in a

and a'. The game is in a sense degenerate. The OLNES for the West follows

from
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u- G(a) - ba -~1(s.t-a-1) - ba, a(o) - ao (4.8)

und (4.3). The á- 0-locus is upward-sloping and the a- 0-locus is
downwurd-sloping. The full phase-diagram is given in Figure 1.

1

a~al
S

a

Figure 1: Phase-diagram for the open-loop Nash equilibrium - Inccease in
a 3

1~e equilibrium is a saddlepoint, which follows from det(J) - -b(r.b) -
ala3(ae)-2 ( 0, where J is the Jacobien of (4.8) and ( 4.3) evaluated at
the equilibrium. Tlie equilibrium is given by ~(m) - a3~{(r~b) a(m)}, where

a(m) - ocla3 ~~~{(ocl~a3)b i oclr}. (4.9)

Hence, the steady-state weapon stock of the West is an incceasing function
of productivity (~) and the weights attached to security (a3) and private
sector consumption (al), but a decreasing function of the weight attached
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to leisure (a2), the rate of depreciation (b) and the rote of impatience

(r).

The OLNP.S for the East follows from

á` - G'(a') - ba` -(P~-7~`-1) - ba'. a~(0) - a0

and (4.4). This yields a símilar phase-diagram, wtiere det(J') -
-b(r.b) - oc3(a'a')-2 ( O. The steady-state weapon stock of the East is
given by

a'(m) - a3 ~.f~{(1.ac3)b . r} ) e(-). (4.11)

Sínce a'(m) - oc3~(r.b) e`(m), B(~) ~ ba(m) and B`(m) - ba`(m), it follows
chat a`(a) ~ a(-) ana g'(-) ~ g(-). also.

(al.oc3)b ~ acl r - -
~'(~) - (1~a3)b ~ r ,t ) ,~(-) z al ,t

and

(r~b)al p.L
c'(~) - (1,a3)b , r )

(r4b)oci g~l
c(~) ' (al.ac3)b . ocl r '

(4.12)

(4.131

An unanticipated increase in the weight attached to security (ac3)
leads in both countries to en immediate increase in the marginal value of
weapon stocks frw E to A(see Figure 1), which causes an immediate
increase in inveatment in arma end associated reduction in consumption.
Afterwards, the marginal value of weapona falls gradually until the weapon
stocks have reached their new higher equilibrium values et E' (see Figure
1).

Since the West has to levy distortionary taxes to finance the
provision of arms, employment and therefore output, consumption,
investment in arms and the eventual weapon stock are clearly below Lhe
corresponding levels attained in the East. However, the West mny have a
more productive technology (p )~' rather than g- g') in which case
consumption, leisure and erms in the West mey exceed the levels attained
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in the East. It is obvious that competitive arms accumulation leads to
excessive investment in weapons relative to the cooperative outcomes of
S~ctiun 3, since competitive erms accumulation does not lead to a
moratorium.

4.2 7'he Subgame-perfect Nash Fquilibrium

Tl~e CLNFS implies that each country conditions its optimel investment
strategy on the current and, possibly, past stocks of weapons. This type
of information structure admits, among other things, threat strategies
which are briefly considered in Section 4.3. The solution set under CLNES
is typically non-uníque. Nowever, if the principle of subgame perfection
is applied, uniqueness might result. An equilibrium solution ís subgame
perfect, if the relevent part of this solution is also a Nash equilibrium
for each subgame. A subgame in this respect is a geme over a remainder of
the planning period, sey over [t,~) rather than over [O,m). The suhgsmc-
~Prfect aquilïurium must be a Nash equilibrium for any t E[O,m) and for
any {a(t), a'(t)}. Considered this way Selten's (1975) principle of
subgame perfection is very similar to Bellman's principle of optimality,
which is now assumed and not concluded. The solution technique follows
dynemic programming. This implies that each country uses information on
the current weapon stocks and does not commit itself to a fixed ínvestment
strategy from the beginning. In fact the principle of subgame perfection
rules out Lhrent equilibria which rely on information patterns with
memory, and rules out equilibria which cease to be equilibria when
somelhing unexpected occurs. Under closed-loop information patterns there
migtct be different sets of equilibrium strategies which yield the same
equilibrium path of arms accumulation. This is a problem of non-uniqueness
in representation of the optimal policies. The only set of equilibrium
strategies, which remains an equilibrium solution when mistakes or
disturbances cause a deviation from the expected equilibrium path, is the
subgame-perfect Nash equilibrium solution (SPNFS).

Although Pontryagin's Maximum Principle is primarily constructed for
problems with en open-loop information pattern, an extended version can be
used to find equilibrium solutions for closed-loop (no-memory) information
patterns. To the right-hand sides of equations (4.3) and (4.4) the extre
terms (-gáa~) and (-i8~~~) have to be added respectively, where a~ (a~) is
the marginal value of the Eastern (Western) weapon stock to the Western
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(Eastern) bloc nnd where ~~ and ~~ have to satisfy the additi~~nnl

necessary condítions

7~~ -(r.b) ~~ . a3~a` - 6é~a~, lim e-rt 7~.(t) a'(t) - 0. (4.1~~)
t-~

a: -(r.b) a~ . a3~a - iaa~, lim e-rt ~,:(t) e(t) - 0. (4.1~i)
c~

Note that the user cost of defence, that i s the rental plus depreciation

charges minus capital gains ((r~b-a~a)~), now has to match the marginal
benefit of weapons (a3~a) plus an extra term to allow for the closed-loop
nature of the information patterns (gfla~). Since one normally expects the
rival country to step up its investment in arms when the home country's

weapon stock increases (ge)0), and the marginal value of the Eastern

weapon stock to the West to be negative (1.~C0), one expects this extra

term to reduce the marginal benefit of weepons. Hence, one expects less
weapon stocks and therefore greater welfare when countries can monitor

their rival's weapon atock. Indeed, van der Ploeg end de Zeeuw
(forthcoming 1989) prove this for s symmetric model with lump-sum texation
and quadratic preferences. However, these insights only hold when defence
is not separable in home end foreign weapon atocks.

The SPNES is expressed in terms of the value functions V(t,a,a`) end
V`(t,a`,a) which are the equilibrium veluea for the indirect intertemporal
utility functions vhen the game would start in time períod t with weapon
stocks a and a`. Note that Va a a, Va~ ~ a~, Vfl - a~ and Vé~ -~'
establishes the relationship between the SPNES end the extended Maximum
Principle ebove. The value functions V and V` have to satisfy the
liamilton-Jecobi-Bellman equations

Vt - rV ~ max {Va[t W(t) L(t) - ba] ~ Va~[g`-ba`] ~ Q(Z,a,a`)} - 0,
t

(4.16)

Vt - rV` ~ max {Vá[iw.~-ba] ~ Vá~[g`-ba'] 3~`(B`,a`,a)} - 0, (4.17)
g~

yielding
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u~ . va{w,[ . ~(wi.l.wLT}} -~I{glva -(I-~)-1} s o

t 2 0 J (4.18)

He~ i Ve~ - Vá~ -(~-g')-1 S 0
c.s.

g' 2 0 J (4.19)

Even for the stationary situetion with interior solutions the explicit
functional forms of the value functions V and V~ are very difficult to
find. However, on the basis of two specific aspects of the present problem
it can be concluded that the equílibrium paths for the weapon stocks and
the equilibrium values for the investments in arms of the SPNES and the
OLNES must coincide. These specific aspects are the separability of the
indirect utility functions in the weapon stocks a end a~ and the ebsence
of a direct influence of each invParment and stock on the accumulation of
arms in the rival country. These aspects imply a decoupling of the dynamic
geme, which restores the one-player property that subgame-perfect control
and open-loop control yield the same control values. The decoupling can
also be recognised in the analysis of the stationary OLNES in Section 4.1.
In Section 5 the separability is relaxed by considering the more general
CES utility function instead of the Cobb-Douglas utility function.

4.3 Threats as en Inducement of Cooperative Behaviour

Suppose each country aims at the results of cooperative behaviour but
cannot rely on a cooperative agreement with the rival country, because the
rival country then has an incentive to deviate by accumulating more
weapons than the level agreed upon in the cooperative outcome. In other
words, the cooperative outcome is in general not sustainable under
competitive erms accumulation. However, if each country can employ memory
strategies, threats can be formulated ín such a way that the cooperative
outcome can be sustained. Each country announces that, if the rival
cowitry devietes from the cooperative equilibrium, it will invest so
lieavily in arms accumulation, that the rival country is deterred from
deviating. The structure of such a threat equilibrium is given by:
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T- 0, if a'(t) - e-bt a0.

i big, if a'(t) ) e-bt e0,

- 0, if a(t) - e-bt 80~

g' big, if a(t) ) e-bt a0.

There are two possibilities. Either each country submits to the threat end
the cooperative equilibrium results or a country does not submit to the
threat (because it is not credible and thus not optimal to
called upon to do so) and then anything can happen.

5. Consequences of Non-separable Preferences

execute it when

In Section 4.2 it was argued that the separability of the Cobb-Douglas
utility function is one of the reasons why the OLNES and the SPNES
coincide. This section therefore considers a more general nested CES
utility function:

-1
a - a a a a l a

U(c.~-~.d(a.a')) - l;a [c 1(~-~) 2]- 4' 1~ [ala']- 4 1 4.
3 3

ai, a2, a3 2 0, a4 2-1, ai ~ a2 - 1, (5.1)

where o~ 1~(1.a4) is the elasticity of substitution between private
goods, a composite of consumption and leisure, and defence. The special
case of e unit elasticity of aubatitution (a4-~0) yields the Cobb-Douglas
utility function employed so far. This nested approech has the advantage
that the logarithm of the sub-utility function is still separable, so that
the choices for consumption and leisure are unaffected. Upon substitution
into (5.1), one obtains the indirect utility functions

a -a a -a a
~(Z.e.e') ' 1;~ [a0(1-t) i] 4, 1~ (g~a~~ 41 4

3 3 1 (5.2)
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iui~i

-a4
U'(B~.a'.e) ' l.a (a0(1-alg-)] .3

~~t

-1

~ [a~~a]-a4Ia4, (5.3)
1~a3 J

whece oc0 ~ exp(a0). As before, the OLNES is found with the aid of

Pontryagin's Maximum Principle and the SPNES with the aid of dynamic

programming. Since an analytical treatment becomes very cumbersome, a

numerical example will be discussed in such a way that the length of the

working dey in Lhe West will be eight hours and the normalisation

al p.l - 1 is used.

EJ(AMPLE .

.L - 24. al - 113. 1a ~ 118. b- 0.1. r- 0.1.

The indirect instwnts~eo'!s utility f"ncti""á fur ihis example ere

-1

U(t,a.a') ' (lla [l1-t)1~3 162~3]-a4 . 1~- [a~a~]-a4~a4
l 3

and
-1

-a41a4

u'lg'.e'.a) - l:a [(1-g'~3)16Z13]-o`4 , 1~- [a~~a] .
( 3 J`

5.1 Nash Equilibrium with Open-loop Information Sets

1'he first-order conditions describing the OLNES are (1.10) - ( 1.11),

(2.7). il ' 0. ti'~ - 0. ra - A ~ Ha. rA~ - a~ - Ha.. r~~ - a' - H~. and
T g

~.1,~ - a~ - 1fe, where the Hamíltonians for the Western and Eastern blocs

nre given by H~ U~ ~(S-ba) ~~~(6.-bfl.) and H' ~ U' ~ A'(B'-ba') ~

a~(i-ba), respectively. Again, the equations descríbing Che dynamic

b~a~nviour of a~ and ~; are decoupled from the other equations. The OLNES
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for the example above ls a saddlepoint and its stendy state can be sliown
to satisfy tlie following set of equations:

? a - 1 a -1 a -a -1
3(r.b)16- 3 4(1-ba) 3 4 - a3a- 4 a 4

and

? a -a 1 a -a -1
3(r.b)16- 3 4(1-ba-13) 4- - a3e 4 a- 4.

(5.4)

(5.5)

The values of the weapon stocks and utilities in equilibrium for a3 - 0.2
and for different values of the paremeter a4 have been calculated and are:

a4 Q a(-) fl-(-) G G-

-0.5 ~.oo 0.514 2.526 4.651 5.660
0 1.00 2.308 2.7z7 4.z19 4.431
0.5 0.67 4.303 5.183 3.353 3.764
1 0.50 6.337 8.04z 2.532 3.z19

The values for a4 ~ 0 correspond to the results (4.9) and (4.11) which
were obtained for Cobb-Dougles utility functions. An incréase in a4 or,
alternatively, e decrease in the elasticity of substitution between, on
the one hand, consumption and leisure and, on the other hand, defence
leads to larger weapon stocks in equilibrium. The reason for this is that
less substitution possibilitíes between private goods and defence mekes
each country more vulnerable to increases in foreign weapon stocks, so
that each country escalates its accumulation of arms. As before, for any
given value of the elasticity of substitution, except tor d-~ -, the East
is more efficient and therefore has more weapons end a higher level of
welfare.
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5.2 71ie Subgume-pcrfect Nash Equilibrium

7'i~e SPNGS is considerably more difficult to calculate. In fact, it tias
proven impossible to find the asymptotic solution to the coupled system of
partial differential equations describing the SPNES for the example
discussed in this section. One possibility i s to solve a linear-quadratic
approximation of the problem, since then the value functions associated
with tlie SPNES can be found. It is not clear that thís is a very
satisfactory epproach, hence some progress has been made in the
development of a computer algorithm for solving discretised finite-horizon
dynamic gemes.

Each country is given a limited set of investment possibílities and
for a finite number of stages a'game-tree' i s built 1n which the branches
represent the investment choices with the corresponding utility levels and
the nodes represent the resulting weapon stocks. The elgorithm solves
backwards recursively for each node the remaining subgame starting at the
end of the tree. 7n fhi3 discretlsed setting these subgames take the form
of bimatrix games. The horizon ia set at ~ stages and the security
parameter oc3 is given a value of et least 0.2 in order to evoke positive
investments in arms. Suitable discrete investment possibilities were
experimentally established at 0.1 and 0.3 and the initial values of the
weapon stocks, a0 and aÓ, are set at the equilibrium values of the
corresponding OLNES.

The pucpose of this section is to compare, for- non-separable
preferences, the SPNES, in which the countries are able to observe each
other's weapon stocks, and the OLNES, in which the countries precommit
themselves to a sequence of investment choices and caruiot monitor foreign
weapon stocks. Therefore, the OLNES ia also calculated for the same
discretised finite-horizon dynamic game which implies solving one large
bimatrix game for the Nash equilibrius. Thus the OLNES solves one
128 K 128 bimatrix game and the SPNES solvea 5461 (i.e., (47-1)~3) 2 x 2
bimatrix games. Even for this simple example, the computational costs of
calculating the OLNES and the SPNES are conaiderable. When the horizon or
the number of investment possibillties goes up, the computational cost
goes up exponentislly.

Three typical situations occur for the following three sets of
parameter values: {a3 z 0.2, rr4 ~ 1.0}, {oc3 - 0.2, a4 - 0.5} and
(rx3 - 0.3, ~4 - 0.5}, labelled I, II and III, respectively.
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The results are:
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Case I Case II Cnse IlI

SPNES OLNES SPNES OLNES 5PN['S OLNLS

z(1) g-(1) 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.3
t(2) g'(2) 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
T(3) g'(3) 0.3 0.l 0.3 0.3 o.I o.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
t(4) g-(4) 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.1 o.I o.I o.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
z(5) g'(5) 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 o.i o.i o.1 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.l
T(6) g-(6) 0.3 o.I o.3 o.I o.1 0.l o.l o.i o.i o.I o.I o.l
t(7) g'(7) o.l o.l o.i o.I o.i o.i o.l o.I o.l o.I o.I o.l

e(7) 4.396 4.396 2.832 2.935 3.618 3.7z4
a'(7) 4.794 5.032 3.250 3.356 4.z79 4.279

u 14.326 14.033 15.015 14.906 10.469 1o.5zo
u' i7.423 17.5z7 16.770 16.599 12.720 1z.577
u~ u- 31.749 31.560 31.785 31.505 23.189 23.097

The most remarkable conclusion is that the SPNES leads to less arms
sccumulation in both the Weat end the East than the OLNES end is therefore
better for the world as a whole. This is exactly what one expected from
Section 4.2, since closed-loop information effectively reduces the
marginal benefit of weapons es each country now takes account of the fact
thst, when it invests in an additional weapon, the rival will react snd
escalate its arms accumulation. It is clear that a unilaterel arms treaty
should give each country the opportunity to monitor the rival's weapon
stocks. The familiar result that the East has more weapons, greater
security and therefore greater welfere then the West is also illustreted
in this discretised version of the dynamic geme. The general pattern in
each case is that hesvy investments in arms take place in the early
periods of the game and that more consumption takes place later on. This
is not unreasonable in view of the fact that the marginal value of weapons
efter the geme is zero. In situation II both countries invest less in guns
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in the SPNFS and thus consume more butter than in the OLNES and both
countries achieve a higher level of welfare. In situation I the East
invests less in guns in the SPNES and thus consumes more buttec. However,
because the West invests the same in weapons in the SPNES as in the OLNES,
the East feels less secure and the tradeoff between more butter and less
security results in a lower level of welfare for the East. The West
consumes the same amount of butter but feels more secure, so that the West
achieves a higher level of welfare in the SPNES than in the OLNES. In
situetion III it is just the other way around. Situations I and III are
peculiar to asymmetric economies and discretiaed games end cast doubt on
the robustness of the result obtained in Situation I.

6. Concluding Remarks

1'his paper tries to contribute to the literature on the arms race in two
ways. Firstly, the arms rpcP is modelled from an economic point of view so
that adequate attention is given to the 'guns versus butter' dilemma and
to the wey in which investment in arma is realised. A decentralised market
economy where distortionary taxea finence the investment in arms is
contrasted with a centrally planned economy. The enalysis is based on a
utility function, which depends on consumption, leisure and defence.
Secondly, the impact of information on the inveatment atrategies is
investigated where especially information on both the own and the foreign
weapon stock over time is considered. For Cobb-Douglas utilities the
separability ensurea that there are no differences ín the outcomes under
precommitment with static information patterns and in the aubgame-perfect
outcomes with dynamic information patterns. However, more general CES
utilities lead to diffecent equilibrium solutions. It has been argued that
the subgame-perfect Nash equilibrium leads to lower stocks of weapons than
the open-loop (or precommitment) Nash equilibrium. This implies that the
previous liternture (e.g. Brito 19~6) has tended to overestimate the
extent of the accumulation of arms. As far as policy is concerned, this
suggests that countries should be given the opportunity to monitor eech
other's weapon stocks es this wíll lead to less erms accumulation and
therefore to a safer world. It has also been shown thet a decrease in the
elasticity of substitution between private goods, consumption and leisure
on the one hand, and defence on the other, leads to lerger weapon stocks.
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In tliis papcr it has been argued that monitoring of eacli other's

weapon stocks may be a good thing, because it leads to smaller weapon
stocks, higher consumption levels and greater welfare. However, monitoring
is not necessarily the same thing as verification. Ilistorically,
verification has been endogeneous in the sense thet once countries agree
on less arms eccumulation they agree on verification by formalising liow
the results of monitoring procedures should be interpreted. Verification
was a major issue prior to SALT, but once the limits had been agreed both
sides accepted that existing monitoring methods, National Technical Means
(satellites), were adequate for verification which is something they could
have accepted before. Likewise scientísts epparently think that a
Comprehensive Test Ben Treaty can be monitored, but governments refuse
tliis and use verificetion as e major argument egainst en agreement. Hence,
verification should really be considered a bargaining issue rather than
the provision of public information. Mother problem is that monitoring
itself, i.e. counting weapons, is not so much of a problem, but agreeing
on what the numbers meen (given different capabilities of the weapon
stocks) is almost always a problem. Such problems may make feedback more
difficult.

There are at least four dírectiona for future research. The first is
to extend the framework to allow for international trade between the West
and the East. This would ~ake the welfare of each country depend on the
government policies of the rival country. For example, an increase in
foreign government spending or taxes ~ight lead to a reduction in foreign
consumption and the resulting balance of paysents deficit might be choked
off by a depreciation of the real exchange rate and therefore home welfare
might fall. Such trade wars introduce flow externalities over and above
the stock externalities caused by conflict over erms accumulation, but
they do not change the qualitative character of the results described in
this paper. The second direction is to think ~ore careFully ebout the
asymmetries between the West and the East. It seems more reasonable to
essume that the West is in e regime of Keynesian une~ployment and the East
is in a regime of repressed inflation (e.g. Malinvaud 1977). Since the
West has an excess supply of goods and labour, Western erms now have
benefits not only in terms of higher security but elso in terms of
Keynesien employment-generating effects. However, the East has an excess
demand for goods and labour, so that expendíture on arms in the East
increases security but leads to longer queues and inflation. This seems to
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suggest that the West may have more of an incentive to invest in arms than
the East. The third direction is to consider extensions that allow the
private sector to accumulate assets end the government to issue debt. This
may introduce problems of time inconsistency and credibility of each
government vis-à-vis its private sectors. For example, the government
might announce to levy low capital taxes and high labour taxes in order to
encourage investment. However, once the machines have been accumulated,
the government has an incentive to renege and levy higher capital taxes
than promised. Another example is a surprise inflation tax. It may well be
that, when there is international trade and governments cannot credibly
precommit themselves, international cooperation is counter-productive es
multilateral reneging does not induce a depreciation of the exchenge rate
and therefore inflation costs (see Rogoff 1985; van der Plceg, 1988). It
would be exciting to investigate whether such counter-intuitive results
can be obtained in multi-country models of arma conflict. It would also be
interesting to analyse reputatíonal equilibria within the context of such
models. The final dirertion af future research extends the economic
framework of competitive arms accumulation from two to more than two
countries. It may well be thet, if the analysis is restricted to two
countries, important adverse responses from third countries ere
overlooked. Cooperation may no longer lead to multilateral disarmement,
i.e. a moratorium on investment in weapons, as this might provoke an arms
build-up or even an attack of third countriea. The economic anelogue of
ttiis result for international monetary coordination between three
countries is provided by Canzoneri end Henderson (forthcoming).

Note

' An earlier version of this paper was presented at a meeting of the
Europeen Public Choice Society, 2-5 April 1986, Noordwijkerhout, the
Netherlands, and at a Conference on International Economic Security
organised by the Centre for Economic Policy Research, June 1986, London.
The authors are grateful to the participants in those meetings, to two
referees, to Simone Clemhout and Ron Smith Cor their comments, and to
Anton Markink for his excellent computational assistance for Section
5.2.
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